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Large Earthquakes’ Effect on the Ionosphere
Aaron Houston
Physics 4900 Research in Physics
Department of Physics, Utah State University, Logan, Utah

The ionosphere is a part of the Earth’s atmosphere that stretches from 80 – 600 kilometers. Gases in this area are
ionized which creates a range of free electrons that make up the plasma of the ionosphere. A group of these electrons
is known as Total Electron Content (TEC), which is responsible for signal delays between satellites in orbit and their
GPS receivers on the surface. Using this delay, the TEC in a specific region can be calculated. This helps in GPS error
analysis. During the earthquake in Japan on March 11, 2011, there was allegedly a noticeable jump in the TEC over
the region where the earthquake originated. This experiment will collect and compile TEC data from various locations
to prove that this jump occurred and how useful it might be.

Experiment date: September 1 – May 1, 2022
Report submitted: May 6, 2022

Introduction
TEC stands for total electron content which is responsible for frequency delays between satellites
used in the global positioning system (GPS) [1]. The satellites in orbit use the frequency delay
through the atmosphere to calculate the TEC which allows them to determine the precise delay in
the ionosphere which allows them to account for positioning errors that might occur. The TEC is
measured as the amount of electrons found inside a 1 square meter cross section area. On March
11, 2011, at 05:46 UTC (14:14 JST), an earthquake registering 9.1 occurred off the coast of Japan
that pushed the main Island of Honshu around 10 feet to the east towards the United States. On the
same day GPS receivers recorded disturbances in the TEC located in the ionosphere [2]. The
question posed is, how noticeable the disturbance is and how early can it be detected? Using data
analysis, I will observe the TEC around the area of the earthquake both the day of the earthquake
and the days surrounding it.
Theory
Stretching from 80 to 600 kilometers above the surface the Ionosphere is the part of Earth’s upper
atmosphere where it meets space [3]. Gases caught in this range are ionized by extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) and x-ray solar radiation that creates a layer of free electrons that together makeup the
plasma known as the ionosphere [4]. Due to this dependence on EUV and x-ray photons from the
sun the density of the ionosphere varies with the energy given off from the sun during the 11-year
solar cycle [3]. Other phenomena and space weather can affect the charging of the ionosphere.
Due to spectra variability the ionosphere is separated into four layers of ionization whose activity
varies upon time of day [3].
The top layer is known as the F layer which runs from 150 km to over 500 km and contains the
highest electron density. The electrons produced in this layer are dominated by EUV radiation that
ionizes atomic oxygen. It consists of one layer at night but during the day a second layer forms
[4]. Because the F layer is present day and night it is responsible for most of the propagation of
radio waves and long-distance high frequency radio communications.
The next layer is the E layer. It is the middle layer that is 90 km to 150 km from the surface and is
ionized through soft x-ray and far ultraviolet solar radiation ionization of molecular oxygen [4].
There is another portion of this layer known as the sporadic E-layer (𝐸 ) which is characterized by
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small, thin clouds of intense ionization [4]. Normally this layer can only reflect radio waves with
<10 MHz frequencies. However, during 𝐸 events, this range can extend up to 50 MHz or even
higher.
The final layer is known as the D layer which extends from 48 km to 90 km [4]. Ionization of the
D layer is mainly due to Lyman series-alpha hydrogen radiation at a wavelength of 121.6 nm
ionizing nitric oxide [4]. Medium and lower high frequency radio waves are significantly
attenuated within the D layer of the ionosphere. Lower frequencies are more often absorbed as
they move electron s farther, which is the main reason for absorption of HF radio waves.
The global positioning system is made up of two fundamental parts: the GPS receiver and the
satellites. Using data transmitted from at least four satellites (three for position and one for time
deviation) the receiver is able to calculate its own position and time [5]. Using this system, the
position and time can be recorded accurately to within a meter and 10 nanoseconds respectively
[6]. Atmospheric inconsistency is a major source of position inaccuracy as it can cause delays in
the GPS signals [7]. Trying to correct the errors has proven to be a significant challenge over the
years. A chief source of delay is caused by total electron content (TEC) that is a descriptive
quantity of ionizing electrons in the ionosphere [1]. There are currently 27 satellites used for this
purpose are in a medium Earth orbit (MEO) at approximately a 20,200 km altitude [8]. Their orbital
period is about 12 hours, meaning they orbit the earth 2 times a day.
For the original GPS design there are two frequencies that are used. L1 at 1575.42 MHz and L2 at
1227.60 MHz. Using both frequencies at once with a dual frequency receiver, the ionospheric
delay error is able to be directly measured and then removed to allow for greater accuracy [9].
Frequencies must be high between the satellites and the ground, otherwise the signals would be
reflected by the various layers of the ionosphere and not be able to transmit properly [10]. As a
note, radio wave reflections off the ionosphere can be useful in ground radio transmission as the
signals are able to bounce all around the globe to different locations based on the frequency used
(the higher the frequency the further the distance) [10].
Equipment
The only equipment needed for this experiment is a computer capable of extracting and analyzing
the data that has already been gathered and stored by the Madrigal Database.
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Procedure
Using the open-source Madrigal database, I was able to find global GPS data over a 24-hour (UTC)
period for the days leading up to, and including, the 2011 earthquake. The data I downloaded had
points from all over the globe, so using Spyder I wrote a program to extract the data for a specific
latitude and longitude. The first problem I faced was that some datasets had missing data points
for the 24-hour period so I then compared the dataset to a table that had the complete amount and
then replaced any missing points with empty values so that each point in a data set could be directly
compared to another. I then took an average of the 4 days leading up to March 11 th where the
empty values were ignored so the average value would be as accurate as possible. The average was
then compared to the “quiet days” and the 11th to determine the difference between them.
Results
The TEC data was compiled and used to generate plots, some of which are shown below.

Figure 1 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 9, 2011.
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Figure 2 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 9, 2011.

Figure 3 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 10, 2011.
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Figure 4 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 10, 2011.

Figure 5 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 11, 2011.
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Figure 6 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 11, 2011.

Figure 7 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 11, 2011.

Comparing the figures above, there is a rise in TEC of around 7±0.5 tecu on the day of the
earthquake just prior to the actual event. Further analyzing the ionosphere surrounding this location
shows a similar pattern, the plots of which are included as supplementary material.
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The first location where the boost did not occur was around 8 degrees south at (30,141). The plots
for this location are shown in figures 8-13 below.

Figure 8 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 9, 2011.

Figure 9 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 9, 2011.
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Figure 10 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 10, 2011.

Figure 11 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 10, 2011.
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Figure 12 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 11, 2011.

Figure 13 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 11, 2011.

Going further north and west I was not able to find the locations where the TEC rise no longer
occurred before the data became to erratic to use properly. An example of the unreliable data is
shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 11, 2011

To verify the validity of this perturbation I took TEC data from the 2005 Nias-Simeulue
Earthquake which was a registered 8.6 earthquake in Indonesia. Figures 15-20 show the results
of that analysis.

Figure 15 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 26, 2005
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Figure 16 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 26, 2005.

Figure 17 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 27, 2005.
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Figure 18 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 27, 2005.

Figure 19 The quiet average total electron content compared to March 28, 2005.
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Figure 20 The difference in TEC between the quiet average and March 28, 2005.

Summary
As can be seen from figures 1-7 there is a jump in TEC during the earthquake that seems to
perturbate away from the epicenter. Given the fact that the difference much closer to the south than
it does to the north or west it seems to be that the epicenter is closer to the edge of the disturbance
rather than the center of it. Another point of interest is the way that the TEC seems to rise steadily
above average just before the earthquake and then drop down the moment it occurred. This pattern
is similar to what you would see with air pressure during an incoming storm. The air pressure will
rise above normal levels and then drop back down once the storm hits. While that situation is
certainly interesting, analysis of more large earthquakes would need to be carried out to verify if
that is normal behavior, or just an anomaly. While the difference is clear for the Japan case, the
Nias-Simeulue earthquake seems to have the opposite response, with the TEC being much lower
than the average. The difference also begins to occur before the earthquake but then persists for a
couple of hours past the event. This contrasts with what was seen with the 2011 Japan earthquake
and an explanation is not readily available.
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Supplementary Materials
The supplementary materials for this report may be found in the file EarthquakeTEC-Report.zip.
See Table 1 for a summary of the archive file contents.
TABLE 2. Supplementary materials in “TEC-Report.zip”.

Filename

Content

Plots

Folder containing plots of additional locations that were checked for this experiment.

Report.pdf

Pdf file of this paper.
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